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THE eruption of the island of Krakatoa in 1883 was the biggest volcanic explosion of 
modern times and had a force roughly equivalent to 11,000 atomic bombs.
It made the loudest noise ever heard in recorded history, sent a shockwave around the world 
seven times and caused a cloud of dust and ash in the atmosphere that lowered global 
temperatures for five years.
At least 40,000 people were killed, most by an immense tsunami 40 metres high, almost 
three times the height of the waves that swamped Japan following the earthquake of March 
2011. The effects of the tsunami were felt thousands of miles away, even causing a surge in 
the English Channel.
The main eruption was heard 4,500 miles away — the equivalent of an explosion in New 
York or Baghdad being heard in the UK.

In the year following the eruption, average Northern 
Hemisphere summer temperatures fell by as much 
as 1.2 °C (2.2 °F). Weather patterns continued to be 
chaotic for years, and temperatures did not return to 
normal until 1888
The eruption darkened the sky worldwide for years 
afterwards, and produced spectacular sunsets 
throughout the world for many months.





The first three months of 1947 constitutes one of the most severe spells of weather 
experienced in this country, possibly since the early seventeenth century. One of the most 
depressing records was of never-ending dullness, with the vast majority of British 
inhabitants denied the merest glimpse of the sun for virtually all of February
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"Earlier on today, apparently a woman rang the BBC and said she'd heard that 
there was a hurricane on the way…"
- Michael Fish, BBC Broadcast Meteorologist, 15 October 1987



At 7.55pm on 11 January 1954, the first presenter-led broadcast was made by George 
Cowling, an RAF forecaster from the Met Office.

No bright screens and computers - George's graphics were two hand-drawn weather charts 
tacked to an easel with drawing pins. And to add some flourish to the chart? A squeaky 
charcoal pencil.

To this day, weather is still presented without a script - the only regular broadcast on TV 
news without an Autocue safety net, so spare a thought if your presenter stumbles.

By 1991, the forecast had become so popular the BBC opened its own dedicated Weather 
Centre at BBC Television Centre.

The mid-1990s saw a huge expansion in the Weather Centre's output, with half-hourly 
forecasts on BBC News 24 (now the BBC News Channel) and hourly forecasts on BBC World.



First female weather presenter 1974, Barbara Edwards

We all have our 
favourite presenters



Weather effects us every day



Smoke and steam hangs over the volcano under the Eyjafjallajokull glacier 
in Iceland 14th April 2010, it effected air flights, business, all across Europe




